The serum glutamic oxalacetic transamninase rose two to 20 times normal in 74 of 75 patients who had acute transmural myocardial infarction. The height of the enzymatic activity was roughly proportional to the size of the infarct. Serum glutamic oxalacetic transaminase is unaffecte:d by angina pectoris, coronary insufficiency, heart failure, or digitalis in the absence of active heart cell injury. Experimental myocardial infarction is followed consistently by a two to twenty-fold increase in serum glutamic oxalacetic transaminase activity. Increase in the serum activity of this enzyme appears to be a useful index of the presence of active heart muscle injury.
S ERUM glutamic oxalacetic transaminase (SGO-T) is widely distributed in animal tissues but is most concentrated in heart muscle. This property led us to study its concentration in human serum following acute myocardial infarction. Serum glutamic oxal acetic transaminase permits the enzyme catalyzed reversible transfer of the alpha amino nitrogen of aspartic acid to alpha ketoglutaric acid with the synthesis of glutamic and oxalacetic acids as shown in figure 1 . Table 1 indicates the relative rate of transamination by heart muscle, skeletal muscle, brain, liver, kidney, testis and lung.2 Earlier studies employing paper chromatography demonstrated that glutamic oxalacetic transaminase was present in normal human serum.5 The enzymatic activity was shown to be stable in serum stored at 0 to 5 C. for periods of up to two weeks and neither freezing nor lyophilization appreciably altered the tranisaminase activity. The level of serum glutamic oxalacetic transaminase in normal individuals is essentially the same from day to day and remains unchanged in sera stored at 0 to 5 C. for at least two weeks. Heating of the sera to 109 C. will destroy the activity. that this serum was drawn on the third day after the onset of pain and was then stored for 21 days prior to analysis may in part explain the discrepancy. It is also possible that infarction occurred two or three days prior to the onset of chest pain. Figure 4 describes the serum glutamic oxalacetic transaminase activity in a 69 year old white man who developed crushing substernal pain at time zero associated with shock, mild heart failure, and classical electrocardiographic evidence of a large posterior infarct. The serum glutamic oxalacetic transaminase was within normal limits three hours post injury but rose to 500 units within 12 hours, falling off gradually to normal by the sixth day. Figure 5 8 In addition to the 50 patients reported here in detail we have analyzed the serum of another 25 patients with transmural infarction and have found the serum glutamic oxalacetic transaminase elevations of from 70 to 600 units within 12 hours to 6 days post injury in every patient. In 30 instances the analyses were on coded sera thus excluding the chance of predetermination. The single patient who failed to show an increase of enzymatic activity after infarction has already been discussed. Figure 7 shows that the higher the enzymatic activity is, the longer such elevation persists. Since in dogs the height and duration of serum glutamic oxalacetic transaminase activity was proportional to the size of the infarct, we believe a similar finding in humans indicates at least a rough correlation between the amount of muscle necrosis in human myocardial infarction and the level of the serum glutamic oxalacetic transaminase.
Thirty-six patients with angina pectoris or coronary insufficiency, many showing ischemic * Serum glutamic oxalacetic transaminase activity and liver injury will be the subject of another communication. T-wave inversion or other equivocal electrocardiographic changes, have been studied and will be reported later in detail. Twenty-one had normal serum glutamic oxalacetic transaminase levels which fitted well with the classical picture. Fifteen with nonspecific electrocardiographic changes had elevated enzymatic activity of their serum, and therefore, presumptive evidence of heart muscle damage. Studies are in progress on serum glutamic oxalacetic transaminase in subendocardial infarction, following angina or coronary insufficiency associated with equivocal electrocardiographic changes, and in patients with acute rheumatic fever. When the enzymatic activity has been elevated in these patients, there 
